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School closed to
view crime scene
lawyer lohn Luskin said one
had been obtained from a
business where Haider had
gotten one previously, but
Haider chose not to wear it
because he had wanted to be
ByMRKiopkp
THE ISSOCIMEO PRESS
fitted for a new one and the
CLEVELAND — Case Western court denied a fitting.
Haider is accused of killReserve University's business
school was closed yesterday ing student Norman Wallace
so that the jury in the trial of inside the school. Authorities
a man accused of randomly say he began shooting as he
shooting inside the school entered the winding hallways
and killing a graduate student of the Peter B. Lewis Building.
A faculty member and
could view the crime scene.
Biswanath Haider, 65, a another student were woundnative of Calcutta, India, is ed. Witnesses saw a gunman
charged with 338 felony dressed in body armor, a wig,
counts, including aggravated an army helmet and carrying
murder and terrorism. If con- two semiautomatic weapons
victed, he could be sentenced and ammunition while shooting randomly. Many hid, afraid
to death.
Haider, an inmate in the to venture into hallways, durCuyahoga County jail, did not ing the seven-hour siege May 9,
2003. Haider was captured by
accompany the jury.
Myron Roomkin, dean a Cleveland police SWAT team
of the Weatherhead School on the building's fifth floor.
The prosecution thinks
of Management, closed the
school so that there would Haider attacked the business
be no disruption for students school because he believed a
student computer lab employduring the jury's visit.
Dressed in a white dress ee had hacked into his Web site.
shirt, red tie and a gray sport Haider, who graduated from
coat, Haider sat calmly in Case in 1999 with a master's
the courtroom as the judge degree in business adminisexplained to the jury of nine tration, has repeatedly said
men and three women where information he considered
vital to his own life's work was
they would be going.
Haider, who is balding, was destroyed.
Judge Peggy loley lones set
not wearing a hair piece he
requested last week. Defense- opening statements for Nov. 28.

Jury visits location of
shooting in graduate
student slaying trial

Former Congress
aide pleads guilty
Investigation on
bribes to public
officials continues
By Pete Yost
IHl «SS0CIAtE0 PRESS

Me the test
By Meghan Ourtuk
R c r 0 *T E *

Years ago a person trying to get a job
would have to answer a slew of questions
like "Do you read detective novels?"
"If you said 'yes' you engage in mental fantasy, daydreaming," said Mike
Zickar, professor of industrial psychology. This may or may not be a good thing,
depending on the job, like marketing
versus working on an assembly line.
More specifically, Zickar explained
that answers to those questions were
irrelevant. Not everyone who liked
detective novels was a daydreamer, and
vice versa.
From probing questions to ink blots,
the world of industrial psychology has
evolved to a new level of employee

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Job applications:
search your soul

expertise. Psychologists are now called
upon to create tests that simply asks a
person: Do you daydream?
Tests like these greet prospective
employees in places like Wal-Mart,
Blockbuster and Finish Line. There can
be almost 100 questions looking for personality type, work ethic and ability
— all playing a role in whether the company will hire a person.
"Understanding someone's personality is very important to see if he or she
fits the job," Zickar said.
Fellow industrial psychologist Scott
Highhouse added that what these tests
try to get people to do is match job
requirements to characteristics and
traits of a worker.
There are five personality traits tests

«D"™«

look for.
Zickar said one is openness to experience: does a person like novelty or routine? A factory, for example may require
someone more routine-oriented. Other
traits are conscientiousness: does this
person have good work ethic, agreeableness and extroversion?
Neurotics — or how much a person
worries — is a trait some jobs look for
to see if someone can handle pressure.
A police officer would have to be a reasonably calm, stable person, whereas
it doesn't really matter how neurotic a
professor is.
"Overall these tests do predict a person's performance," said Highhouse,
HIRING, PAGE 2
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WASHINGTON - Michael
Scanlon, a former partner to
lobbyist lack Abramoff, pleaded
guilty yesterday to conspiring
to bribe public officials and
agreed to cooperate in a widening criminal investigation of
members of Congress.
Scanlon, a former aide to Rep.
Tom DeLay. has been cooperating in the lustice Department
probe since lune, one of his
anorneys, Plato Cacheris. said
after the plea.
Scanlon entered the plea
before U.S. District ludge Ellen
Segal Huvelle and was ordered
to pay restitution totaling more
than $19 million to Indian
tribes that he admitted had
been defrauded.
In an eight-page statement
of facts, Scanlon agreed that
he and an unidentified person
referred to as Lobbyist A "provided a stream of things of value
to public officials in exchange
for a series of official acts."
The items to one unidentified
congressman or his staff included all-expense-paid trips to the
Northern Marianas Islands in
2000, a trip to the Super Bowl in
Tampa., Fla.. in 2001 and a golf
trip to Scotland in 2002.
Based on information
already placed on the public
reconl by the Senate Indian
Affairs Committee. Lobbyist A is
Abramoff and the congressman
is Rep. Bob Ney, R-Ohio.
On Friday, Scanlon was
charged with
conspira-
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cy. Yesterday, the lustice
Department's statement of facts
which Scanlon signed went
considerably beyond the earlier
charging document, revealing
that trips, tickets lo sporting
events and campaign contributions went to other public officials besides Ney in exchange
for official acts.
The statement ol facts said
Scanlon and I-obbyist A provided items of value to publicofficials in exchange for "agreements to support and pass legislation, agreements to place
statements in theCongressional
Record, agreements to contact
personnel in the United States
Executive Branch agencies and
offices to influence decisions of
those agencies and offices''
The court documents
said a senior staffer for
"Representative No. 1" traveled
to die Commonwealth of the
Northern Marianas Islands in
January 2000 to assist Abramoff
and others in maintaining lobbying clients; and placed a
statement in the Congressional
Record calculated to pressure
the then-owner of a Florida
gaming company to sell on
terms favorable to Abramoff. It
also said that as the co-chairman of a conference committee of House and Senate
members, Representative No. 1
would introduce legislation that
would lift an existing federal
ban against commercial gaming for an Indian tribe.
"Guilty, your honor," Scanlon
told the judge when asked how
he was pleading.
Scanlon could face up to five
years in prison.
BRIBES,PAGE 2
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Allies to refer
Iran to UN.
Iran's nuclear power
in question, Russia
hopes for rejection
By Beorge Win

1HE ASSOCI AT E D PRESS

VI EN NA. Austria—Washington
and its European allies will forgo
pushing for Iran's referral to the
U.N. Security Council later this
week, giving Russia more time
in persuading Tehran to give
up technology that could make
nuclear arms, diplomats and
officials (old The Associated
Press on Monday.
For the Americans and the
European Union, the plan holds
the promise of success even
if Iran continues to reject the
proposal that would move its
uranium enrichment program
to Russia.
The acceptance of that plan,
in theory, would deprive the
Iranians of the chance to enrich
uranium to weapons grade,
suitable for use in the core of
nuclear warheads.
But if the Russians fail to win
over the Iranians, Washington
and the Europeans hope
Moscow and other key board
members of the International
Atomic Energy Agency now
opposed to Security Council
referral will moderate their
opposition.
The comments by the diplomats and U.S. and European
government officials came
three days before the IAEA
board meets to ponder options
on Iran that at least formally

still included a decision on
Security Council action.
But the diplomats and officials, who spoke on condition
of anonymity because the
strategy on Iran is confidential,
said referral was now off the
table at thomeeting.
Instead,
they
said
Washington as well as Britain,
France and Germany — representing the European Union
— would probably settle for
a statement critical of recent
IAEA findings showing the
Iranians in possession of what
appeared to be drawings of
the core of an atomic warhead
and of other worrying nuclear
activities.
In Washington, State
Department spokesman Sean
McCormack also suggested the
focus had shifted from an allout push for referral, saying:
"We're encouraging Iran to get
back to the negotiating table
with the EU-3 at this point."
Iran says it only wants to
enrich to lower levels to generate energy. Still, it has resisted
the plan to move enrichment
to Russia since it was floated
several weeks ago, insisting it
has the right to all aspects of
the nuclear fuel cycle.
In August, Iran resumed
uranium reprocessing, which
is one step before uranium
enrichment.
European Union foreign
ministers urged Iran yesterday
to live up to "clear obligations"
to allow U.X. inspectors to sec
its nuclear facilities.

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2006-2007
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses

Troubled
man'wants
to be heard'

ALL SMILES

By Curt Woodward
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ben Swinger BGNews

TIME TO REST: Frieda Falcon lays down across the bleachers in Anderson arena after a hard
nights work cheering the lady falcons on to victory against St. Frances.

TACOMA, Wash. — A man
accused of a shooting spree
al a crowded shopping mall
told authorities to "just follow
the screams" when he called
them shortly before opening
fire with a pair of assault rifles,
according to court documents
released Monday.
According to the court documents, Maldonado told detectives he had been humiliated
during a troubled childhood
and that recent problems made
him want to be "heard." A text
message to his ex-girlfriend
minutes before the rampage
said he was about to show the
world his anger, the woman
said.
Six people were injured, one
critically, in Sunday's attack.
Maldonado surrendered about
four hours after he ducked into
a music store and took four hostages, all of whom were released
unharmed, authorities said.

Application tests not always accurate
HIRING, FROM PAGE l

adding that the straightforward
approach is best. "To really
know what a person is like, you
ask them what they're like,"
Highhouse said.
In doing so, the tests have
maybe 30 items getting at the
same thing. From there the
scorers are looking to see on
average if a person is answering the same way to gauge a
person's character.
These tests add structure to
the application process, Zickar
said. Using Wal-Mart as an
example, he said the test may
simply help the company figure out where someone is best
placed, whether it be in stocking
or as a greeter.
Highhouse said the tests overall are accurate and useful.
"If you could predict the outcome of the roulette wheel in
Vegas as well as we predict job
performance with the tests,
you'd be rich quickly," he said.

Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)

That is not to say people don't oper sends out a caution to
try to fake these tests — many would-be employers.
Although most tests won't
do.
"No one is going to admit to exactly say a person is lying or
stealing," Highhouse said, "but not, Zickar referred to the OJ.
there are degrees to which they Simpson trial, where if there is
do admit to it," Thieves tend to a 1/10,000 chance that evidence
admit to it through higher rat- may be off it can't be used.
The only test Zickar said that
ings in this area.
an employer can be
One way to "catch
sure of a person's
a thief" or liar is
"A lot of
honestly — or lack
through
built-in
honest
thereof— is an abilquestions placed to
weed out applicants
people get ity test. On the other
there is a very
trying to respond in
labeled [on hand,
high failure rate on
a way to look extra
good.
the tests! as honesty tests.
lot of hon"Beware of quesdishonest." est"A people
get
tions with the words
labeled dishonest,"
like 'always' and
SCOn HIGHHOUSE,
I lighhouscsaid.
never,'" Zickar said.
PSYCHOLOGIST
More or less these
Questions that say
tests are used as
things like "I never
gossip," or "I never say anything guidance to a person's employbad about someone else" are ability.
Tom Kehres, manager for the
thrown in to see if someone is
Bowling Cireen Wal-Mart, has
being honest.
When someone "admits to the final word as to whether a
never gossiping" the test devel- person should be hired, and of

GRADUATE

Bribes damage tribes

UPPER LEVEL HOUSING

» Listings available for Spring Semester 2006 *

BRIBES. FROM PAGE 1

Studio Apartments Available

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.

Outside the courthouse,
Scanlon attorney Cacheris said
his client regrets what happened
to the tribes and is trying to do
what is right by cooperating with
the investigation.
DeLay is among those facing scrutiny for his associations
with Abramoff, including a trip to
Scotland and use of Abramoffs
skybox at a Washington sports
arena.
Abramoffs lobbying network
stretched far into the halls of
Congress. Documents obtained
by The Associated Press show
nearly three dozen lawmakers
helping to block an American
Indian casino in Louisiana

for Fall & Spring Semesters, or Entire Year
•
•
•
•

Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30-4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL 319E.WoosterSt.
ESTATE, INC.

Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Fully furnished
Stove, refrig, microwave, 25" TV

laundry facilities
close to campus
full cable- $20/mo.

their placement in the store.
While Wal-Mart uses an
online employee ability test,
the first thing he usually does is
check references. He said there
are some people who do well on
the test but not with references,
and some who don't do so well
on the tests but have great references.
Kehres added that the test is
merely a guide, and isn't always
used to see whether he wants
to call a person back or not. It
depends on how badly Wal-Mart
needs workers.
Blockbuster has so much
faith in their testing program,
they won't grant an interview
unless the person has scored
high enough to pass the test,
according to manager Nathan
Sherrick.
Shcrrick didn't know much
about how the company's tests
are graded, but did say that
Blockbuster seldom has to hire
new people because the store only
neeijs one crewman per shift.

Individual heat/AC
outdoor pool
plenty of parking

Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.Johnnewlovarealestate.com

while collecting large donations
from the lobbyist and his tribal
clients.
Among the documents
were private e-mails, released
by the Senate Indian Affairs
Committee, in which Abramoff
said he had persuaded Ney to
attach language to an election
reform bill to help an American
Indian tribe in Texas reopen a
closed casino.
Abramoff directed a Texas
tribe, the Tiguas, to donate to
Ney's re-election campaign and
political action committee by email.
Abramoff and Scanlon were
paid more than $80 million
between 2001 and 2004 by six
tribes with casinos.

Now
Leasing
for
Fall
2006
Bowling Green's Largest Selection of Apartments Close to Campus
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3 BEDROOMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
1 Half & 1 Full Bath
Full Basement
Washer/Dryer Hookup
Plenty of Parking
Air Conditioned
2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
2 Laundromats

*
•
'
i
i

Furnished
Spacious
Free Wireless Internet in all apts.
Gas log fireplaces (units 49-72)
Laundry 0n-$ite

HOURS:
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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2 Full Bathrooms
Furnished
Air Conditioned
Microwave, Dishwasher. Garbage Disposal
Free Wireless Internet in some units
Gas log fireplaces
Laundry on-site
Close to Campus
Plenty of Parking

*Osv

Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

*445 EAST W00STER ST. * 419-352-0717*

GRFENBRIAR, INC.
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POLITICALLY ACTIVE' NOT WHAT IT SEEMS
WASHINGTON (KRT) — Nearly half of U.S. college
students claim to be politically active, although they
participate more via consumer choices, the Internet
and politically charged fashion than by working in
campaigns. These findings emerged from a poll of 18to 24-year-olds on nearly 250 U.S. college campuses.
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get a life
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8• am.
a.m.
Art
W Gallery: "Sculpture Club"
Union Galleries

^^^^^^H^^^Htai ^^B B|^

Chorale
Union Lobby

8 a.m.
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket Sales
CMAI Office & Student Union
Infomtalion Desk

10:45 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Cheer/Dance Crew Card Sale
Sponsored by Student Life
Union Lobby

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Information
Days
204 South Hall

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
LDSSA Info. Table
Sponsored by the Latter-Day Saints
Student Assoc.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
ANWAR Campaign Table
Sponsored by the Environmental
Action Group
Union Lobby

11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Karaoke Contest Sign-up
Sponsored by the Organizational
Development Student Network
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Lights before Christmas Ticket
Sales
Tickets for this Toledo Zoo event
are sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Dance Marathon Promo Shirts Sale
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Madrigal Feast Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the Collegiate

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
NARAL Pro-choice Info Table
Union Lobby
2 p.m.
How to Make the Portal Work for

You
A hands-on instructions forum to
introduce MyBGSU users to the
functions available within the portal and how to customize the portal
to work best for each individual
user.
122 Jerome Library
2 - 4 p.m.
UPS Recruiting
Sponsored by the Career Center
Union Lobby
5 p.m.
Alumni Pre-game Event
Prior to the BGSU-University of
Toledo football game, start the
night off in the warm surroundings of the newly renovated alumni
center.
Mileti Alumni Center
8 p.m.
The Universe of Dr. Einstein. Multimedia show in the Planetarium
$1 donation suggested, lasts
approximately one hour.
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

THE BLOTTER
Wednesday. Nov. 16
Andrew Timmons of
Walbridge, Ohio, was cited
for possession ot drug paraphernalia in Conklin 6 at
12:54 a.m.
An ill female was transported from the Union to
Wood County Hospital at
1:59 p.m. by BGFD.
At 6:52 p.m.. BGFD was
dispatched to McDonald
North for a fire alarm. There
was no fire in the building.
Thursday. Nov. 17
BGFD transported an
ill male to Wood County
Hospital from KreischerDarrow at 2:31 a.m.

At 9:20 a.m., Angelita
Bridges of Toledo. Ohio, was
backing out ot a parking
space in Lot A when she
struck Ericka Lyman.
Student reported at 311
p.m. that his vehicle was
struck while parked in Lot D.
Friday, Nov. 18
BGFD was dispatched to
Founders Hall at 12:49 a.m.
for a female who cut the
back of her head. She was
transported to Wood County
Hospital.
Complainant reported at
2:02 a.m. that three subjects were carrying trash
cans out of the Union.

At 3:10 a.m.. complainant
reported a strong odor of
marijuana on the first floor
of Harshman-Chapman.
Complainant reported at
7:10 a.m. that unknown subjects were breaking a conduit on the work site near
Shatzel Hall and the Math
Science Building.
At 2:47 p.m., complainant advised that items had
been stolen and vandalized
in Harshman-Anderson.
Saturday, Nov. 19
At 12:30 a.m.. Natasha
Gallagher of Gahanna. Ohio,
was cited for underagewider the influence and dis-

orderly conduct with persistence in McDonald East. She
was housed at Wood County
Justice Center.
Brandon Moomey of Tiffin.
Ohio, was cited for open container outside St. Thomas
Moore at 11:56 p.m.
Sunday. Nov. 20
Complainant advised that
a window had been broken
out at Rodgers Hall at 3:25
a.m.
At 3:45 p.m., complainant
reported that a window was
broken at the Haven House
Complainant advised
marijuana odor at 5:46 p.m.
in Kreischer-Ashley.

'Dance' for global gifts
Fund-raising is lifeblood of higher education
By Steve Goldstein
(KM,

LONDON — If you're asking
for money — a lot of money
— why not do it at a place
called Cafe Paradiso?
Of course, lill Sherman,
Haverford College's vice
president for international
advancement, let prospective
donor Angela Hobart choose
the little cafe around the corner from the British Museum,
where Hobart teaches.
In a sense, this was a formality. Over more than a year,
Sherman had guided llobart
through what she calls the
"dance" of negotiating a large
gift for the school.
"There comes a time when iho
dance is smooth, and you follow
cadi other's steps," said Sherman.
"But I am leading — e\en though
it doesn't appear so—if I am doing
my job well."
Now the final moves are being
choreographed over cappuccino
at Paradiso.
Call it the globalization of giving. Raising money is the lifebkxxl
of liighcr education, and universities are now competing for private
contributions all over the world.
Ihcy arc reaching out to alumni
living aim >ad. foreign undergraduates and their often well-to-do
families, and wealthy "admirers"
such as Angela I lobart.
llobart, a British anthropologist, has agreed to endow for
three years a study-abroad program for Haverford students and
faculty at her estate in Ascona.
Switzerland.
And Sherman, who knows 1KM
to ask nicety but never loses sight
of her goal, has Hobart thinking
about a lifetime commitment "in

Find out more about BCSU's lund
the six-figure neighborhood."
Competition
among raising efforts WWWBGNi,",
American universities has
expanded their neighborhoods
Sherman gave assurances.
when it comes to attracting That's part of the dance, too.
students, faculty and money.
Don't spoil the mood, but lay
In just over six years at the groundwork for something
1 laverford, Sherman lias led two more daring.
successful capital campaigns and
Contributions to colleges
transformed the Pennsylvania and universities In the United
school into a force in internal kinal States rose by 3.4 percent in
fund-raising.
2004, according to an annual
Hobart
never attended survey by the Council for Aid to
I laverford, but she spent the first
Education at the Rand Corp.
12 years of her life there while
Nearly half of the S24.4 billion
her father. I dinuiul Stinnes,
raised last year came directly
was on the faculty. She admires from individuals, almost a 10
I laverford's Quaker background
percent increase from 2003.
and its peace and global citizen
Alumni giving is the base of
ship program.
support, but the increase was
"Both of my parents wen mainly driven by gifts from noninternationally
orientated," alumni donors, which increased
explained Hobart as she sipped
by 21.5 percent.
her coffee, her graying hair covThe council doesn't track forering the collar of a blue bank eign donations, but internationshirt purchased on a recent trip al contributions largely derive
to Bali. I lobart travels frequently from alumni and non-alumni
lo Indonesia and is considered individual donors.
an r\|>crt on its indigenous peoIbrn Smith Tseng, associate
ples and ait
director of Stanford's Office of
Sherman glanced at a red Asian Relations, compared interfolder with a college logo that national advancement these
contained all of her fundraising days to an "arms race" and said
proposals ami agreements for if a school doesn't travel abroad,
this week-long trip. As llobart it will be left behind.
reviewed the documents,
"A leading U.S. university
Sherman dropped a little bomb.
without a global outlook in its
"We're also thinking about alumni outreach and develop
getting a little bit bigger, as a col- menl activity is one that overlege, "she said.
looks the potential of a group of
"Oh, my goodness," said constituents who may be ready
I lobart. "In what way?"
and willing to help," Tseng said.
"First, because of our expand
ed agenda in the arts," Sherman
said smoothly. "Also our new
international focus."
"1 hope it's not going to be too
big," said Hobart "That's what I
find so appealing."
Management Inc.

Now Renting for
Call 353-5800

2 FREE GYROS!

vs.

Seniors

I 17 '.Inn.ill

www.meccabg.com

Buy 1 Gyro Al $5.99 & Gat 2 FREE!
www KxrlhtKM com •4193528439

E«p 122005

-Where Th« Party tlortl"

FreshmaN

Visit On Line

southiide6 com • 419.3S2.S639

M

i(l gwl ,i good «!'■»'<

EKO
Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Falrvlew Aw
1 & 2 hdrin. opts. /1 hdrmTwnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condidon/w'asher/Drren
in 2/i bdrm. (broom/ BUSU
Bus Shuttle

NOW LEASING FOR MAY

4Q3/40? S. Church
2 Klrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
1 hath/close to downtown

KCC A

f'i^\p^se^.-iript^ses{'f^)oises(

215E.Poe
Eft. lbdrm/2bdrms
Starting al 255/mo
Laundry on sue
15 minute walk to campus
BCJSU Bus Route

Trey Aubrev
842/846 Seventh St.
Two siorv duplexes
i IxJrm/ 2 huths dishwasher/
gafbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccabq.com
for complete listing

www.greenbriarrentals.com

332

SOUTH MAIN ST.

touromvomo

(419) 352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2006-2007 HOUSING BROCHURE
•over 400 apis., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
•no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications

>—SEE YOU AT THE HOUSING FAIR NOVEMBER 30™ IN THE GRAND BALLROOM!—<
I
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OPINION

"It is a dangerous illusion to suppose
that another retreat by the civilized world
would satisfy the appetite of the terrorists
and get them to leave us alone."
Vice President Did Cheney
Irahuuxm)

STAIK KDIIOIMAIJ ITC-BERKELEi
*'■.■■■■'■'■ ■«'■*'■■■■ l\
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Too much pressure to go to college
A significant amount of attention has recently been focused on
students graduating from college
as opposed to students just getting into college.
An article on www.cnn.com
reported the most recent federal statistics: 57 percent of
white students graduate with
a degree compared to only 44
percent of \lispanics and 39
percent of blacks.
The article also goes on to mention other irregularities about
the graduation rate at four-year

YOU DECIDE
Do you think high-schoolers
ate pressured too much to go
to college? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
colleges and universities. While
Ivy League or elite schools consistently have high graduation rates,
the rates for Division I schools
with similar demographics tend
to vary significantly.

The most discouraging thing
about diis noticeable decline
in graduation is that a sizable
amount of diose who drop out
are those who took loans out
to go to school in the first place.
Often, these students are in more
desperate circumstances after a
year of college than if they had
never attended college.
Perhaps one reason that students are now more eager to go
to college is tied to the idea that
going to college is simply another
rite of passage. A lot of those

Time to cut the "tofurkey"
JOSH
BENNER
Opinion Columnist
A couple weeks ago, I started
hearing Christmas music playing on the radio, which can only
mean one diing...Thanksgiving
1 lowever this year's
Thanksgiving will likely be a bitter sweet holiday for many of us
A very sullen and somber time
as this will be the first time in a
decade when we will not have a
Thanksgiving episode of Friends.
What on earth will we do?
Seriously though. I love
Thanksgiving Last year when I
came home, I was in my dad's
car, and all of a sudden I hear this
Hawaiian sounding music, and
I'm thinking to myself, "Is this
what I think it is?"
And my dad says to me, "So are
you a fan of lack Johnson?"
It was a sad moment for me,
because 1 leave for college for a
few months and come back to
find that my dad had metamorphosed into a 15-year old girl.
Or have you ever been at
Thanksgiving dinner, and you
have like an aunt offer you some
food that you haaaaaaate. and
you're like "No thanks."
She says "Oh. but you've

always loved cauliflower." And
you're thinking "Huh, what in die
world gave her that idea?"
And, there is that one relative
who comes who both of your
parents despise Your dad freaks
OUt the night before, "No, I don't
want that man in our house!"
It's always some crazy uncle,
he's like "Yeah, I actually invented
the blender, but I forgot to get a
patent on it."
Speaking of patents, I think
I have a million dollar idea.
Apparently vegetarians have
fake turkey that they eat on
Thanksgiving It's called tofurkey.
It doesn't really taste like turkey, it
tastes like bleh (yes, that's a taste.
It's sweet, sour, salty and bleh).
Cauliflower would also count as a
bleh tasting food.
But there's tofurkey, and, it's
just a blob of tofu that looks like
a turkey. What I'm going to do is
start making tofu tacos and open
a restaurant called Tofaco Bell.
Similar to Taco Bell, WB would use
gradc-R tofu.
Tofurkey would certainly
be a lot easier to make on
Thanksgiving than the real
thing Whoever makes the turkey always has to start way in
advance, it's like planning a space
shuttle launch, "Yes, I actually
started thawing diis turkey out
the day after Thanksgiving last

year. It's still a little bit frozen in
the middle." Turkey takes forever
to make, and no one even likes it.
I listorically, Benjamin Pranklin
wanted the turkey to be America's
national bird instead of the eagle.
We could be sideling up to the
table to enjoy some roasted eagle.
Why does America even need a
national bird though?
And is it just my family, or
have you ever noticed that every
year for Thanksgiving someone
brings either yams or some weird
potato dish and you see it. and it's
the most horrifically disgusting
thing you've ever seen. If you're
me, you think "Aww, why does
mom even try?" (note to self, do
not send this column to mom).
It stinks when you have a
cousin whose a few years older
than you are and they have a kid.
And you see this baby, and you're
thinking to yourself, "Man, by the
time this kid is my age now, I'll be
like forty. I'll bean old, old man."
That's funny because my entire
family will see diis column, as
well as some of my former teachers, and 1 can hear them saying
"Hey, forty is not old." They say
this as my dad bursts out of the
kitchen singing the new Jason
Mraz song he just heard.
Send comments to Josli at
jbenner@bgsu.edu.

from middle- to upper-class families consider college a necessity
and not an option.
Also, here is an unfounded stigma attached to blue-collar jobs.
The stigma of this alternative to
die college option combined widi
the social pressure of going to college forces those who would otherwise be successful elsewhere to
be unsuccessful at college.
1 ligli schools are also at fault for
contributing to this decline. High
schools with quotas to fill regarding their matriculation rates send

no one is quite sure what to talk
about. How can you really sum
up the entire three months in a
few hours?
If only you were back fraternizing with your dorm friends,
or your greek friends, or any
number of people that have
made your semester all the
more enjoyable.
After freshman year, things
become a little more interesting
Now you have been friends
with these people for over a year,
and you would rather spend time
with them than at the hoodie
party any day of the week.
College friends are friends so
much faster usually because you
see them everyday, they know
your class schedule and they
know how many times you've
been to the bathroom today.
The weird thing about college
friends is that in high school you
didn't liave much of a choice, you
had between 500-1,000 people to
choose from and you had to pick
two or three of them to become
B.EF.'s (best friends forever) with.
Nowadays, you find yourself in
the company of people who like
what you like and you have more
things in common with them
than "you guys both totally love
to hang out at the malL"

STEPHANIE
SPENCER
Opinion Columnist
Thanksgiving is no longer the holiday of sitting
around and listening to old
people eat.
During freshman year of college, it Ls really hard to get a grasp
on what is happening You've
hopefully made tons of friends
and right before holiday cheer
kicks in, your new friends are
pulled away from you.
This can be difficult to become
used to, because now comes the
awkward we're-back-from-threemonths-of-college charm diat
you're old high school friends surround you with.
In a humor column written by
Streeter Sidell. the reunion with
your high school friends is known
as "the hoodie party. A hoodie
party includes: "A gathering
(party) of recently returned freshman over the'fhanksgiving break.
The gathering is so named
because everyone in attendance
- and we mean everyone - will be
wearing their school's hoodie."
This is completely true. The
whole situation is very weird and

So wouldn't it be great if it were
possible to hang out with the
friends that you really wanted to
owr Thanksgiving break?
You wouldn't have to talk to
your grandparents for hours
about their medical problems.
You wouldn't have to hear
about how your little cousins are
going to be smarter and better
looking than you are.
And, you could watch anything but football the entire day if
you wanted.
The reasons that the "college
friends" Thanksgiving dinner
would not work out is that your
college friends are just like you
are; poor and lazy.
No one would volunteer to
cook, clean or decorate and you
would all end up just hanging
around like every other day.
In closing the most we have
to be thankful for is that we don't
have six weeks for holiday break
like Ohio University does and we
don't have to spend the time with
our college friends. We are forced
to spend five glorious days with
the family we dont know very
well and the friends we've known
since grade school.
Send comments to Stephanie at
ssspenc@bgsu.edu
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lege students are without books
and some necessary skills that
could impact their success.
It seems that the biggest
change that needs to be made
exists in students' outlook and
communicating that honestly.
We all must work on breaking
die stigma and strive for personal
achievement. Whether the end
result lands you in a CEO's office
or behind a Dumpster truck,
both are respectable and essential occupations to the smooth
functioning of our everyday lives.

Offering a holiday
PEOPLE tribute to United
ON THE SHEET
States production

What is your excuse
for not going to the big
BG vs. Toledo game?

KRISTIKELLEY
SOPHOMORE, IPC

7 want to go home
because my mom is
making my favorite
meal.
a(."

SAMMAUR0
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY

Not-so-sweet home for holidays

students to college unprepared.
High schools should be
empowering students with personal finance workshops and
they should encourage alumni
from their high schools to return
with sound advice.
Also, it would help if high
schools were more realistic by
presenting die alternatives as
possibilities. Whether it is trade
school or the army, both should
be available to contend with fouryear universities.
A considerable number of col-

"I have to go home
and spoon with my
ex-boyfriend."

t

ALLISON BRATNICK
SOPHOMORE, VCT

"I want to go see my
new kitten instead."

A

REBECCA ROBINSON
SOPHOMORE,
COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

7 was going to go, but
I am so sick of this
place."

One of the great thinkers
of the 20th century once
espoused, "Ihanksgiving
is a typically American holiday...
The lavish meal is a symbol of
the fact that abundant consumption is the result and reward of
production."
Ayn Rand, the Russian-bom
American writer and philosopher
understood with her foreign perspective what many American
natives fail to grasp.
Obnoxious anecdotes about
Native Americans, pilgrims and
turkeys aside, few grasp the
importance of this uniquely
American tradition.
"Americans consume more
than anyone else" Ls what the
apologist wail.
But consumable goods do not
materialize.
The turkey, the wine, cranberry-sauce, stuffing pumpkin
pie, the jets that bring loved ones
from around the country to our
doorstep - all have been produced for the consumer.
We enrich ourselves widi good
food, and good company, while
we enrich the farmer, the shipper,
the store.
They, in rum, find better and
cheaper ways to provide for consumer goods.
The result - an Autumnal feast,
celebrated by rich and poor
nationwide.
The Thanksgiving tradition
birthed by America owes its
allegiance not to the Puritans of
Plymouth Rock, but to all who
sought out the shores of the new
worid in hopes of being able to
live, produce and consume without interference from others.
The riches that cover our
tables are not gifts from above,
as some would argue, nor are
they results of the "American
greed" that is the whipping boy
of others.
What is presented to us
is grown from an American
tradition of plant and harvest,
design and market, produce
and consume.
Empires of the past thrived
on pillage and robbery - the
deprivation of the majority, for
the benefit of the minority. No
one, for instance, invited the
Conquistadors of Spain to visit
their country.
But the empire of goods that
flows from America and the
productive worid enrich all that
touch it.
Has there ever been a
McDonald's established under
force of arms?

JONAS
HOGG

V--Wat Columnist
Kansas State Collegian
Kansas State University
Countries and communities
strive for McDonald's, and the
fact remains that no two countries with McDonald's have ever
gone to war, for they have no
reason to.
War is, was and always will
be a competition for resources.
But. countries with McDonald's
need not murder and bludgeon
for resources - for the productive, resources are produced with
what is at hand.
It is indisputable that where
there is a McDonald's being built
there is growth, consumption
and wealth created through production.
The values that draw
McDonald's are the same values
that have driven our nation since
it's inception.
But as the vilification of the
modem rimes continues we find
ourselves increasingly isolated
from the ideals of consumption
and production that make our
November ritual possible.
Labor, toil and the values of
being self-made seems to be on
the wane
Under the guise of social safety
nets we take from those who
do produce and give to those
who do not, thus perpetuating
generations who depend on the
state for succor rather than their
own resourcefulness.
We find that, as Americans,
produce less as the mechanism
of government grows.
Rather than enriching one
another we create bureaucracies
and bureaucrats to maneuver
the ever extending nose of government interference into places
where it has never been before
and has no business being now.
We must clarify that
Thanksgiving is the holiday of
the producer, the day of thanks
for the achievements of those
that came before us that provide
us levels of comfort unimaginable by even the most pampered
royalty of times past.
So celebrate the unique
American heritage of
TTranksgrving Consume greatly,
produce more so. Such is the
motor which drives the civilization of the worid.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words .These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

I
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Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Acklhional
I tiler, to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an atlachniciiiuithenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked'Letter
to the Editor"or"Guest Cokimn"0nly
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarify
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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GM TO CLOSE FACTORIES, TOLEDO SAFE
DETROIT (AP) — General Motors Corp., pounded
by sales woes and health care costs, said yesterday
it will cut more than a quarter of its North American
manufacturing jobs and close 12 facilities by 2008.
The United Auto Workers called the plan "devastating"
and warned it will make negotiations more difficult.

www.bgnews.com/nation

NATION

Alleged murderer didn't take girlfriend
Fourteen-year-old willingly left with boyfriend after both parents were shot to death
By Mark ScortorrJ
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LANCASTER, Pa. — A 14-yearold girl whose 18-year-old boyfriend allegedly fatally shot her
parents left willingly with him
after the slayings and was not
kidnapped, prosecutors said in
court papers filed yesterday.
Kara Borden told detectives
she left of her own free will,
according to the filing. David
Ludwig told detectives the two
planned to get married and
start a new life together.
Ludwig confessed to t he slayings after his arrest and told
police where to find the murder
weapon in his car, according to
court documents released yesterday in Indiana.
In court documents filed
in Pennsylvania, prosecutors
said Kara Borden ran from her
home to get into Ludwig's car
after the Nov. 13 shootings.
"(Kara) told the defendant
that she wanted to stay with
him, and they drove west with
«ie intent to 'get as far away as
ossible, get married, and start
a new life,'" Ludwig told detectives, according to the court
papers.
District Attorney Donald
Totaro said yesterday the kidnappingchargeagainst Ludwig,
of Lititz, will be dropped at
his preliminary hearing next
month.
Earlier yesterday, Indiana
authorities released a search
warrant affidavit for the car the
couple drove nearly 600 miles
from the murder scene in central Pennsylvania to Indiana.
Ludwig told Indiana State
Police that a Clock semiautomatic pistol he used to kill

statement and cooperated
with police," said Hendricks
County (Ind.) prosecutor
Patricia A. Baldwin. "They
basically let him talk is what
they did."
Police have said the murder weapon was a .40-caliber
handgun.
Ludwig is being held without bail, awaiting a Dec.
16 preliminary hearing on
charges that he shot the
Bordens in their home in
LititzonNov. 13. Police allege
the shootings occurred after
an argument over Ludwig's
relationship with Kara
Borden.
Police caught up to Ludwig
and Borden Nov. 14 after a
chase that ended with him
crashing the car into a tree
in Belleville, Ind.
lames Gratton, a public defender representing
Ludwig, said he was aware
that his client had given a
statement to Indiana authorities, but did not know specifically what he told them.
Neit her Ludwignorthe girl,
who has not been charged,
was injured in the crash.
Investigators said previously they were treating Kara
Borden as a crime victim but
that the investigation was
continuing.
In a court filing Friday,
MVMnrWPMo
REPERCUSSIONS: Kara Borden, left, with her sister Katelyn at the grave side service for their slain parents Ludwig's attorneys said they
wanted investigators to preon Saturday. Michael and Cathryn Borden were killed by Kara's boyfriend, David Ludwig, on Nov. 13.
serve evidence in Ludwig's
wallet, such as receipts from
Michael and Cathryn Borden rifle and several articles of Colt pistol, a screwdriver, sevwas under the driver's front black clothing under a search eral maps and two Indiana their journey, so that surveillance video could be obtained.
seat of his parents' car, accord- warrant executed Wednesday. license plates.
Ludwig told police that there The video would show that
Under a separate search waring to the affidavit.
he didn't kidnap the girl, the
Police seized a .40-caliber rant executed Friday, police were several guns in the car.
"He certainly did make a attorneys said.
Clock pistol, a .223-caliber said they found a .45-caliber

Outbreak
of bird flu
in Canada
spurns ban
U.S. officials restrict
poultry imports from
British Columbia
By Libby Quaid
THE ASS0CIAIED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The United
States banned poultry from
mainland British Columbia yesterday because of a case of bird
flu, though Canadian officials
said it wasn't the virulent form in
Southeast Asia blamed for more
than 60 human deaths.
TheCanadian Food Inspection
Agency said Sunday that a duck
at a commercial poultry farm
in British Columbia had tested
positive for bird flu. The virus
was a low-pathogenic North
American form that doesn't kill
poultry and is not a threat to
people, officials said.
"We're waiting to get more
information from Canada, at
which point we could be able
to scale back" the ban, said U.S.
Agriculture Department spokesman lim Rogers.
Canadian officials plan to
report to the U.S. within 24 hours,
according to Canada's chief veterinary officer, Dr. Brian Evans.
Depending on die results, the
U.S. could restrict imports from
a smaller, regional area, Rogers
said.
The farm with the infected
duck isn't licensed to export.
Authorities have begun killing
about 56.000 birds on the farm
with carbon dioxide gas and have
quarantined four other farms
within three miles of the area.
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BGSU can win MAC East with win over UT
If Falcons lose, they
must rely on help to
make MAC title game
By Ryan Autullo
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The BGSU football learn is no
different than the rest of the student body in that they wouldn't
mind resting their brains over
Thanksgiving Break.

With a win tonight, they'll have
that luxury, lose, and it's time to
crunch numbers.
The Falcons can assure themselves a spot in the Mid-American
Conference championship game
with a win tonight against visiting
Toledo.
If BG loses, an entire slew of
variables will determine the winner of the MAC Vast. Kickoff is at
7 p.m. for the annual rivalry game,

which is being shown on ESPN2.
"This is what we look forward to
going into the season," said senior
comerback lelani lordan. "We
have to play our rival to get into
the MAC Championship. You can't
ask for anything else."
That is, unless. BG falls to the
Rockets. Then they'll be asking for
a lot
In that case, the Falcons would
need Kent State (1 -9) to beat Akron

(5-5) on Thursday—a slim chance
— to guarantee themselves a spot
in the Dec 1 title game If BG (64, 5-2) loses and Akron wins, the
teams will be in a three-way with
Miami — a 38-7 winner over Ohio
last night—atop the MAC East
In that scenario, the criteria
for determining the winner of
the MAC East will be each team's
record against MAC West opponents. Miami, therefore, would

be eliminated and the Western
Michigan-Northern Illinois game
on Wednesday would determine the winner of the East BG
would need Western to win, while
Akron will certainly be rooting for
Northern Illinois.
But all this becomes moot if BG
posts a win over the Rockets (73, 5-2). The home team has won
the last seven meetings in this
rivalry, which BG leads 36-29-4.

The Falcons fell 49-41 to Toledo
last year despite leading 27-7 at
halftime.
"Against Toledo I think intensity,
passion and pride are not even a
factor," said Falcon senior noseguard, Mike Thaler. "You are playing a school that is 20 minutes up
the road, and while you respect
each other, you don't like each
RIVALRY. PAGE 8

CLUB WRESTLING

WOMENS BASKETBALL

Falcons win
Wesleyan
Invite with
four champs

BG catches a
break at half,
rolls to easy
win at home0

Falcons win by 22, but
Miller far from happy
with team's play

BG dominates Toledo
and five other teams
in North Central

By Sean Corp

By Ryan Autullo

SPORTS EDITOR

ASSISTANT SPORTS tOITOR

The old cliche goes, it's not
whether you win or lose it is how
you play the game. This certainly
applied last night in the Falcons
77-55 victory over Saint Francis.
Penn., and BG coach Curt Miller
has the broken chair to prove it.
The coach was not satisfied
with his team's effort in the latter stages of the first half, despite
the fact BG went into the locker
room up by 13.
"I was unhappy at halftime,"
Miller said. "I was disappointed
in our effort... I try to teach my
team that we really need to put
a team away when we have a
chance and I didn't think we
did."
So, in addition to letting his
team know verbally that their
effort wasn't where it needed
to be, he showed them physically with the help of a vintage
Bowling Green wooden chair.
"1 didn't like that chair anyway," he deadpanned.
The team took the message
to heart and came out in the
second half more aggressive and

Competing in just their third
tournament ever, the BGSU club
wrestling team won the Indiana
Wesleyan Wildcat Invitational
on Saturday with four individual
champions.
The Falcons scored 143 points,
topping second place Southern
Indiana, which had 117 points
and three champions. Toledo,
with one individual winner, tied
for third with Rio Grande with
68 points.
The Falcons, in their first year
as a club program, have certainly made a favorable impression
early in the season.
All six teams in attendance are
members of the North Central
Conference of the NCWA.
"It was very impressive," said
Dan Mundrick, who captured
the 141-pound title. "The team
finally came together. We finally
got used to wrestling again after
most of us haven't been wrestling for two or three years."
Mundrick. who is mainly
responsible for starting the program, spent little timeon the mat
Saturday. He opened the tournament with a fall in 2:26 before
pinning his next opponent in
just in Mundrick, a junior, then
topped Toledo's loe Reams, 5-3,
in the championship bout.
In the previous two weekends,
BG competed in the Eastern
Michigan and Muskegon Opens,
against mostly NCAA Division
I opponents, including many
nationally-ranked programs.
The Falcons were certainly
pleased to see how they compared to other club teams on
Saturday.
"Pretty much everybody
stepped up," Mundrick said. "It
was good to see kids who didn't
do so good at Eastern Michigan
to come out and win. It was a
good confidence booster."
Ion Berrien (133), Anthony
Nicholson (149) and Justin
Slauterbeck (174) also won titles
for the Falcons. Mike Ixmg (157),
Blaine Napier (197),Ray Rossman
(235) and Tom Parker (285) were
runner-ups and lamie White finished third at 165. The Falcons
did not have anyone entered
at 125 and 184 — the only two
weight classes where they didn't
have a place winner.
Slauterbeck won his championship bout by default over
Southern
Indiana's Mike
Coughlin after winning his first
three bouts by decision.
"We knew before the weekend
that we could take this tournament asa team," said Slauterbeck,
who usually wrestles 165. That
was our goal throughout the
whole week of practice. All the
work paid off this weekend."

like last season,
UT will come
away with win

Toledo can have
1-75, BGSU wants
conference title

Nov. 22.2005. It's tliat time already. Battle of 1-75 for
the Peace Pipe.
I he Rockets had every possibility of locking up the
.Mid-American Conference West division before traveling to BG to take on the Falcons.
I can't lie: UT choked that away.
First, the Rockets lost to Central Michigan, but
luckily for UT.CMU
choked more than
the Rockets.
Everything was
going smoothly,
and UT was in the
driver's seat to the
MAC championship
game. The Rockets
CHAD
welcomed NIU to
BULLOCK
the Glass Bowl.
The Rockets were
on a 17-game winSports Editor,
ning streak at the
Independent Collegian
Glass Bowl and a
17-game home winning streak over the Huskies.
Well, the choking made a return appearance with
a 35-17 loss. The Rockets are no longer In the driver's
seat.
A loss like that could really kill a team's spirit heading into the biggest game of the year, but UT, much like
BG, knows how vital this game is.
This legendary game is not only Important to both
teams, but also to the students. We look forward to this
game all year.
At Toledo, we watch the scoreboard and see what
the Falcons do. There is no doubt that we were happy
to see BG lose two of their first three games.
We were even happier to see the Falcons lose
two straight games at home, both by double digits,
including a 31-point beating at the hands of Western
Michigan.
If you were wondering, the Rockets manhandled
the Broncos 56-23.

Here we are, another year, another showdown between
Toledo and Bowling Green — the cream of the crop in
MAC football.
You know, they say it is a battle for 1-75, but really,
have you seen that thing lately? Frankly, you can liave
it Well take the win but let you keep die run down
expressway.
But on to more
important matters,
and obviously by
more important I
mean something
that keeps me from
studying for an
upcoming exam and
writing a six-page
SEAN
paper, is figuring out
COUP
who will win tonight
on national television.
Sports Editor,
On paper these
BGNews
teams are very well
matched, with similar strengths and similar weaknesses. Of course, we
could use last years game as a primer, but I certainly
have no interest in revisiting that game and I don't know
why you would either.
Obviously, the teams both live and die on the anns of
their quarterbacks, and we have two of the best in Omar
Jacobs and Bruce GradkowskL
But which one Is better? Let's compare.
Jacobs is pas.singfor284.4 yards per game.Gradkowski.
only 208.1. Advantage lacobs.
Jacobs is responsible for 291.2 total offensive yards
per game Gradkowski, only 237.7. Advantage Jacobs.
lacobs has an efficiency raring of 152.2. Gradkowski,
only 138.8. Advantage Jacobs.
Jacobs is averaging 8.8 yards per pass. Gradkowski,
only 7.04. Advantage Jacobs.
Sensing a theme yet?
Jacobs has passed for 403 yards more than Gradkowski
despite playing in two less games this season and get-
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Rose won't
be allowed
in Hall as
deadline ends
Despite admitting
to gambling, Reds
slugger still banned
By Ronald Blum
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK—The Hal) of Fame's
doors will remain shut to Pete
Rose, who won't appear on the
baseball writers' ballot in his final
year of eligibility.
Commissioner Bud Selig will
not rule on Rose's application for
reinstatement before the 2006
ballot is released Nov. 29, according to Bob DuPuy, baseball's chief
operating officer.
Rose, who last year admitted
he bet on the Cincinnati Reds
while managing the team in die
late 1980s, doesn't understand
why the rules, unless changed,
won't allow him to ever appear on
the annual ballot of the Baseball
Writers' Association of America.
"How can I be on a list that
expires after 15 years if I'm suspended?" Rose said Sunday
In comments relayed to The
Associated Press through his
manager, Warren Greene. "It
should be that time stops."

SPORTS
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Jacobs best QB in MAC, but won't be enough
ROCKETS, FROM PAGE 6

Now, this rivalry shifts back
to Perry Stadium.
The trend lately has been
that the home team wins. The
last time a visitor won in this
series was back in 1997 when
the Rockets won 35-20.
I can only think that UT will
Find a way to break this recent
trend with a win in front of the
Bowling Green faithful.
I can't make an argument
for the quarterback position. If
it were any other team in the
MAC, UT would have the stronger quarterback, but there is no

doubt that Omar lacobs is the
best QB in the MAC.
The scary thing is that he's
only a junior.
Bruce Gradkowski is a great
captain on the field, but his arm
leaves a lot to be desired.
I hate talking about this position with Bowling Green, so I
will take this argument in two
different positions.
First, running back.

Sure, P.I. Pope is a very good
running back, I may even say
better than Trinity Damon On
the other hand, the Rockets can
go four deep at running back,
and that's without Scooter

McDougle.
Dawson is definitely the best
back on the team, but Quinton
Broussard, Jalen Parmelc and
Richard Davis are all good
enough to get the job done on a
regular basis.
Then there's the defense.
Yes, there is a team in the
MAC that can play defense. UT's
defensive coordinator Tim Rose
has stepped in and improved a
dismal defense.
Now, I feel confident in a
game where the Rockets struggle to score — the defense will
either put points on the board
or keep the opponents out of

the end zone.
Earlier in the season, safety Keon Jackson set a record
for interceptions returned for
touchdowns with six.
Even with the improved
defense, this game will be a
high scoring one, much like last
year.
Remember last year? I'm sure
you do, so I won't go any further
than that.
I will say that the Rockets
will put up enough points on a
defense that's not that good and
pull out a 45-41 victory on the
road to clinch at least a share of
the MAC West division title.

Fans should take notice of last year's column
FALCONS. FROM PAGE 6

BenSwinfer BG News
MANN UP: BGSU junior AN Mann drives to the basket for a score. Mann
scored 21 points as the Falcons overcame sloppy play to win 77-55.

Mann picks up slack
from BG teammates
WOMEN. FROM PAGE 6

wanting to push the ball up the
floor.
"I knew he wasn't happy going
into halftime," said Ali Mann,
who led the Falcons with 21
points. "He just wanted to prove
a point ... He wanted to break
it, but it took him a few times. I
think he needs to come lift with
us tomorrow."
Those are the kind of jokes a
team can make when they win
by 22 points. But the games are
going to get harder and both the
Falcons and their coach know
there are elements of the game
they need to improve upon to
remain a championship caliber
team.
The Falcons had 18 turnover
in the game, including 11 from
the bench. They also shot terribly from the 3-point arc, making
four of 24 shots.
Luckily for them, as in their
first game against IPFW, the
Falcons were incredibly efficient
in front of the arc, shooting 65
percent. They were also able
to convert 13 of 16 free-throw
attempts into points.
Mann's play was able to offset
the struggles of frontcourt partner Liz Honneger, who hit only
two of seven shots, including
one of six 3-point attempts.
FellowstarterCaseyMcDowell

was also a nonfactor in the game
offensively, missing both her
field goal attempts in 28 minutes.
But Mann didn't mind shouldering much of the offensive
burden.
"Every night you're going to
have people struggle and people
who are on and tonight was just
my night," she said. "Our outside shots were pretty horrendous this game, but once we got
the ball pushed up the court we
were getting lay-ups."
A big reason the Falcons were
able to push the ball was the
quick hands of two freshmen,
lasmine McCall and Lindsey
Goldsberry, who had four and
two steals, respectively.
"We love our new freshmen
coming in, they're a lot of fun,"
Mann said. "Lindsey Goldsberry
gets her hands on more balls
than anyone I've ever played
with."
And Miller was glad to see
McCall rebound from a rough
first game where she shot 0-for-5
and had three turnovers. Against
St. Francis, McCall shot 4-for-5
to go with her four steals.
"I think you saw flashes of how
truly explosiveand fast she really
is," Miller said. "On the offensive
end you saw more of her explosiveness that you're going to see
throughout the year."

ting knocked out of the Western
Michigan game early on.
lacobs has thrown for three
more touchdowns and three less
interceptions.
Not to mention the even more
important stats such as the fact
that lacobs has infinitely cooler
hair and a way cooler middle
name (which 1 will not divulge).
Believe me, I'm not trying to
takeanythingawayfromToledo's
quarterback. I'm just pointing
out the fact that ours is better.
Can't fault me for that
But of course, this game is
more than either of its two quarterbacks. It is an inescapable fact
that a team is a total package
and no one man can will a team
to victory (despite what moronic
analysts say during professional
football games).
And to be perfectly honest with
you, my knowledge of Rocket

football is not quite where it
should be, and I will definitely
defer to the Toledo faithful to let
me know about their team.
But, college football, like
many walks of life, is a "what
have you done for me lately?"
kind of place. Either that or I am
too lazy and/or ignorant to look
back further than that.
And so let us look at the last
two games the Falcons and the
Rockets have played.
Both teams played their rivals
in their divisions, Miami (Ohio)
and Northern Illinois, respectively.
The Falcons went into Oxford,
faced a two and a half hour rain
delay and were able to easily
dispatch a very good RedHawk
team, 42-14. Did I mention that
BG hadn't beaten Miami (Ohio)
since 1997?
Omar lacobs returned from
a separated non-throwing
shoulder that had effectively

Largest Selection of Two Bedroom Apartments

Close to Campus
2 Large Bedrooms • 2 Full Baths • Completely Furnished
Many New Features, including:
• Ceramic Tile Floors
• Newer Ktichens
• Newer Carpet
• New Windows
Starting at $295.00 per person (2 person rale)
www.greenbrlarrentals.com

own destiny.
Perhaps your former sports
editor Ryan Vasko said it best
in last year's installment of this
little columnist trade off:
"This is one of the big X-factors to why we'll win. I'm a firm
believer that a team wants to
win a championship a bit more
than wanting to spoil it for
another team.
The other big X-factor, and
the most important one, I
think, is the fact that this game
is being played at our house. In
the last six match-ups between
our two schools, the home team
has won, and I don't think this
is a year for breaking patterns."
Substitute six match-ups
with seven and I thinkthe same
pretty much applies this year.
Face it, Bowling Green has
the momentum, the purpose,
the better quarterback and
homefield advantage. Chalk up
a win for BG by 13.

Crennel wants rookie to get acclimated
By JoeMihcia
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEREA. Ohio — Browns coach
Romeo Crennel understands
quarterback Trent Dilfer's frustration with being benched,
even temporarily, for a rookie.
But that doesn't mean
Crennel will hesitate to substitute Charlie Frye for Dilfer
again.
Dilfer expressed his displeasure Sunday with Crennei's
decision to play Frye for three
series in Cleveland's 22-0
win against Miami. Crennel,
though, was unfazed by Dilfer's
comments.
"Trent is a competitor and
as a competitor he wants the
ball in his hands," Crennel
said yesterday. "He's told me

he wants the ball in his hands,
and so when I take it out of
his hands, he is not satisfied. I
don't blame him. I wouldn't be
satisfied cither."
Crennel had been saying all
season that he was waiting for

the right time to play Frye, the
team's third-round pick from
Akron. He told both quarterbacks last week of the possibility that Frye would play against
the Dolphins.
One reason Crennel played

Frye was that the Browns were
at home and he wanted the
rookie to get his first action on
friendly turf.
Another reason was that the
Browns took a 9-0 lead in the
second quarter.

IT!
P!
DON'T SIGN YETF
TOP TEN REASONS

GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717
NOW AVAILABLE

sidelined him for three games
and despiteshowing occasional'
signsofrust, threw for 178 yards
and three touchdowns. There
may have been one or two interceptions in there too, but that is
beside the point.
Bruce Gradkowski on the
other hand completed a paltry 41 percent of his passes,
threw three interceptions and
only one touchdown in his final
game at his home stadium.
That's gotta sting.
So, if 'What have you done
for me lately?' is the question,
then the answer is obvious
— Bowling Green has battled
through incredible adversity
this season and is riding a huge
wave of momentum into its biggest game at home this year.
Toledo on the other hand?
They are coming off of a national television embarrassment, a
season on the brink of collapse
and thev don't control their

YOU SHOULD NOTSIGN A LEASE FOR NEXT YEAR

PRIORTO SPRING SEMESTER:
10. PEOPLE IN ADS WONT REALLY BE LIVING NEXT DOOR
». RELATIONSHIPS WITH POTENTIAL ROOMMATES MAY
FIZZLE BY SPRING
8. CONDITION OF DREAM PROPERTY CAN CHANGE
DRAMATICALLY
.'. DO YOU REALLY KNOW THAT PERSON WELL ENOUGH
TO SIGN A LEASE NOW'
6.
.
J.
3.
■\
1.

WAIT UNTIL YOU CAN SEE THIS WINTER'S HEATING
BILLS
LOOKING FOR A SUBLEASOR DURING SUMMER IS NO
FUN AT ALL
WHY LET A LANDLORD HOLD YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT
WHEN YOU DON'T LIVE THERE
MONTHLY RENTS WILL LIKELY DECREASE AS NEW
PLACES ARE BUILT FOR NEXT YEAR
WILL MISS OUT ON SPRING LEASE SPECIALS
THE HOUSING FAIR ISNT UNTIL NOVEMBER 30, 2005!

We're not kiddingStudent Legal Services suggests that you sign a lease
for next year no sooner than March 2006.
Contact the office at 372-2951, if you have any questions or would
like a lease reviewed and explained before signing.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BG controls own destiny in MAC
RIVALRY. FROM PAGE 6
other. Il docs not matter if Toledo
is ranked \o. 10 in the nation and
we are the bottom of the barrel, or
vice versa."
There is much at stake for the
Rockets, as well. lb win the West.
Toledo mast heat DC and Western
must beat Northern. Ibledo, which
has led the West most of the year,
has kist two of its last three games,
including a 35-17 pounding by
Northern Illinois on Wednesday.
The Rockets and hakims were
preseason picks to win their
respective divisions in the MAC
Hut now they must go through
each other in order to continue

their seasons. Only one can make
the MAC title game.
"This is just a classic rivalry,"
ITT coach Tom Amstutz said. "It
should be a tot of fun for the players. This is a player's game and it's a
game that really should be enjoyed
by all our players."
BG is coming off possibly its
best game of the season—a 42-14
throttling of Miami last Tuesday
— while the Rockets are wondering what has happened to them
after starting the season 6-1. In
Tuesday's win, the Rtlcons forced
seven turnovers and jumped out
to a 29-0 lead at halftime. Omar
lacobs. who was out more than
two games with a separated shoul-

der, returned and threw three
touchdowns.
lacobs bad one of the best
games of his career against Toledo
last year, completing 36-of-60 for
415 yards and four touchdowns.
lacobs, an All-American junior,
could be playing his last game
at BG if he chooses to turn pro.
For Thaler. Jordan and 17 others
seniors, a loss will mark the end of
their careers.
"It'll be a sad time and a happy
time," BG coach Gregg Brandon
said. "It's sad that their careers
will be over, but they'll always be

Wanted

For Rent

I NEED GRADUATION TICKETS!
I HAVE S!
CALL 216-308-1446

"Houses Lg & Sm Avail, all next to
campus, 06-07 S.Y. (Multiple studs,
unrelated OVER 3 ALLOWED! Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pnV Listings
avail 24/7 at 316 E Merry #3 >

Need 1 ticket tor December 17th
Graduation Ceremony.
Please call Kathy at 372-9873

Campus Events
Don! let there be more Toledo people in the stands than Falcons/ BG
Fans. Go Falcons!
Pagiiais Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes
Last home game. Senior Day. study,
eat. tailgate, drink, cheer the Falcon's to victory See you al Pagiiais
Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes
Go Falcons!

Tickets needed for Dec. 17th
Graduation ceremony. As many as
possible & will pay Please call
Angie at 419-357-3486

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Gel Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers $800-53200 a
month. Pick up your tree car key
today www freecarkey.com

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S299! Includes Meals.
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beanh Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World, Road
Rules' On Campus Reps Needed!
promocode 32
wwwSpnngBreahTravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From S4991 Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company' Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks,
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode: 32
www SpnngBreakTravel.com
1 -800-678-6386

Personals
BGSU vs. Toledo
Tues. Nov. 22nd. 7pm
Happy Hour & 3 Hot Dogs.

Get paid to think
Make S75 taking on line surveys.
www moneyauthor.com
Hiring Bartenders and Floorwalkers
Afternoon and Evening positions
available. Apply in person at
Howards Club H. 210 N Main, BG
Seeking part-time animal caretaker
that would work with dogs & cats at
the Wood County Humane Society
This position requires working weekdays, weekends, evenings & holidays Please submit resume showing your qualifications to WCHS,
801 Van Camp Rd . Bowling Green.

Help Wanted
Sitter needed for Holiday break
3:30-5 30 Tues, Wed, and
Thur.Summer break 7:15- 5:15
Tues.. Wed., and Thur. for 6 1/2 yr.
old boy. (419)473-2783.

For Sale

f 709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS

mmmm

5HTT

Inspiron Laptop 1100 for sale.
2 4 P4 Processor 256 Ram
More into call 440-336-2670
Phone number updated.

2 BR Apt. For Rent Gas heat paid,
Cable paid. Close to campus & bus
route. $630/mo Avail. Spring sem
Contact Stacy 419-353-1650.
2 Subleasers needed, Dec/Jan- May
13th. 5490/month + gas & elec.
Nice dean 2 bdrm apartment
dishwasher, patio, on Bus Route
Contact Adam (216)255-4350.
812 3rd St. Close to BGSU.
newly painted. 3 BR, 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard,
S840/ mo +dep you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775
Available next school year 2 -3 bdrm
duplexes 1 -3 bdrm lg apt. 1 -2 bdrm
upper apt partially furnished. Available May 15 419-352-4773 or
419-265-1061
Female Roomate Needed. Lease
starts in Jan-May. Close to campus.
Call (330) 268-3691 for details.

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500 month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
V
(419)352-1150
^

Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmenti

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

smsETHEia
CANCUN
ACAPULCO
JAMAICA
•BAHAMAS
FLORIDA
Sell Trips, Corn C«sh, Go Free!
Now Hiring On-compus Reps

•
■
•
•
•

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
32
36
37
39
40

Oodles
Thorn of shoe stores
Boxer Willard
78-card deck
Calla lily. e.g.
Poker fee
Amtrak's express train.
Social engagement
Put on
Motor mouth
Ship's (ail
Sure!
South Bend eleven
Boring bee?
Word with hog or block
"A Death in the Family" author
Thin-shelled nut
Like pencil marks
Per each
Metronome setting
Stem-to-stern beam
Children's fare

Gas heat paid, new carpet, close to
campus, 2 BR unfurnished. S600/
mo. Avail, immed. 419-409-1110.
Grad /Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenant's Desired
Great Price! Great Location!
Need a roommate for 207 S. College for Spring sem. Jan-May
Renl is $255. For more Info, contact
Liz al 246-408-8742 or email at
ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Houses Close to Campus
Available May or August 2006

42
43
44
46
49
51
54
55
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Takes care of
Webzirw
Salacious stare
Humble
Oueen of Spain
Graduate degs.
Butts into
"Beware the _, my son!"
Actor Morales
Assert confidently
Salami type
Boxer Benvenuti
Aloe_
All ears
Actor Ladd
Part of B.A.
"Funny Girl" composer

Fr. woman's title
Riot gueller
Most October births
WSW opposite
Fight site
Pesto herb
Iowa commune
Roeper's co-host
Folding cabbage
Oak starter
Ray
Jakarta's island
Lash mark
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Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu
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ANSWERS

i

telephone: 419-372-2851

Female Roomate/Subleaser
Needed
Jan-May S240/Mo*Util 841 8th SI.
Furnished 2BR. 2 baths.LR*Kitchen
419-260-6863

Low Monthly Rentals

••Avail Now & Istolyr 1, 2, 4 & 6
bedrm apis/houses, great prices +
rooms low as S199.00 mo
All next to campus.

1 "End ot the Road" star
Keach
2 Hidden supply
3 Localities
4 Blockhead .
5* Post
6 Spanish capital
7 Grumpy sorts
8 Zither's cousin
9 Western st.
10 Hard, round candy
11 January in Spain
12 Sully
13 Worsted fabric
21 Bullpen stat
25 _ Plaines. IL
26 Informal discussion
28 Fed. financial agcy.
29 Karachi's nat.
30 Starting center?
31 Provmcetown catch
32 Big bird Down Under
33 Golfer Hogan
34 Spearheaded
35 Ernie of golf
37 "_ and Sympathy"
38 Stone carver

And with a win. they'll be MAC
champions.

1 BR Apt Avail Jan • May Right
next to Campus S350/mo.
Call 330-704-1978

M

bookstore!

brought to you by

Mcoot.*

Call 419-787-7577
For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

bookstorei

Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday - Sunday
Noon-5:30pm

Yourunfv

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Houses/Apts for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S.Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 9 -3 M - F
WWW-bg apart rnonls. com
Quiet tenants preferred

Subleaser(s) wanted Dec/ JanMay 13. House REALLY close to
campus, 5312/ mo OBO + util.
W/D.
Contact Ashley 330-321-1405

Subleaser Wanted- 1 bdrm. apt.
No smoking, no pets. $395/ mo.
Contact mscanlo^bgnel.bgsu.edu

Subloasor needed Dec/ Jan- Aug.
06. The Enclave $326/ mo. furnished, DW, W/D. free internet. Pay only
electric, gas, & cable. 3 fm rmmales
Contact Kay 419-575-5564

Senior Farewells
Very private room tor one subleaser Dec-May 2006. Avail, at
soon as Dec. 20th. 110 N. Enterprise. GREAT LOCATION, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS & OOWNTOWN.
$250/ mo. Call 440-263-7237

What better way to say thank you to
Falcon Football Seniors than to go
to the game.
Pagiiais Pizza & Campus Pollyeyes

COLLEGE LIVING DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...

$375 monthly included utilities,
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract.

THE ENCLAVE APARTMENTS

Please Call 419-352-5211.

Relationship Issues?
Adjusting to college life?

• Wash« and dryer in every apartment home

Drugs l licoM becoming i prafafem?

■ft-hour computer lab

- Resort style pool and hot tub

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

I

■

- //.-hour fitness center
•Basketball and sand volleyball courts
- tree internet in every bedroom

-FREE HEAT

- 3 Free Ultra Bulb Tanning Domes

v»wrr K><MH

i

N

•M-houicpe room with X BOX and PV

1 GYPStlANf
1 ShoppnOn
l_l SOUlMrUr*

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t*3

Just need to talk about it?
Ill HEtP and we're only
. phOM call ovaay.
Allies in Mental Health, LLC
130 S. Main St Suite 218 Bowling Green
419.354 AIMH (24541

(Zytf Dinner/?
Management Inc.

Spaghetti
^Meatballs
With Garlic BreaJ and Caesar Salad.

www.meccabg.com
LOG ON TODAY

• From 4 pm until 9 pm •

View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.

r

THE ENCLAVE II APARTMENTS
All ilic sdmr i|u'di dnwniim jbow plus...

• Private Shuttle
• Internet poll next to the television in 11!
• ft-hour activity loom with fneplace, X BOX and PV

NOW RENTING
419)53-2277
In Downtown Bowling Green

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

M9-353-S100 m

Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800
nfo@me< cabg com • www meccabg.com

Veai around Hot Tub -•
Big screen television in eveiy apailmenl •
loui bedroom, loui bathioom apartment homes •

')()(> Kloi/ RH. (Office .ii 706 Napolean Rd.)
liowlnni Green, Ohio MAC)/

www. co I legeparkweb.com
I

